Necessary and sufficient conditions for an Ly(a, l)-space to be isomorphic to some Lg(b, m)-space have been found. Introduction. In [2] Dragilev has claimed that if r, s ~ { + o% 1, 0, -1 } and r + s, then for any two rapidly increasing Dragilev functions f and g and for any two sequences
Dragilev function. Let a = (al) be a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers with tim a~ = + oo and (rk) a strictly increasing sequence of real numbers with lim r k = r where -oo < r < + oo. The Dragilev space Ls(a, r) is defined as the K6the space 2(A) generatk ed by the matrix A = (a~), a~ = expf(rkai) (see [21) .
By logarithmic convexity of f we have that for every a > 1, r(a) = lim (f(ax)/f(x))
exists, x-, + Moreover either (i) v(a) < + oo for all a > 1, or (ii) z(a) = + oo for all a > 1. f is called slowly increasing in the first case, rapidly increasing in the second case. It is well-known that Li(a, r) is isomorphic to a power series space if and only iff is slowly increasing. In this paper we shall consider only rapidly increasing Dragilev functions.
In [7] several properties of functor Ext (E, F) = Ext 1 (E, F) for two Frrchet spaces E and F were given. It was shown in [1] that Ext(Lo(b, oo), Lg(b, oo))= 0 and in [3] 
The proof of this proposition is essentially given in [4] (Proposition 1). The only difference is that we choose rg slightly larger than the one chosen in [4] , so that the inequality above holds for all large i (depending on k).
Before our next proposition we observe the following. 
Proposition 2. Suppose inf(a~+l/ai)= a > 1 and there is a strictly increasing positive sequence (rk) with lira r k = I and there is a strictly incresing function p: N -~ N such that f(rk+ t al) < f(rk+ 2al) keN, i > p(k). f(rka~ ) = f(rk+las)'
Then Ls(a, 1) is isomorphic to some Lg(b, oo). P r 0 0 f. By the previous remark, by passing to a subsequence of (rk) if necessary we may assume that (1) rk+~ __< r2 k e N rk r 1
Since inf(ai+!/ai) = a > 1, there is a k o such that rko > 1/a. Again by passing to a subsequence of (rk) if necessary we may assume that r 1 > l/a, that is
Then by using logarithmic convexity of f (1) and (2) for i, k e N we have
log r k + 1 --log rk ~0 (log (r E as + l)) --~0 (log (r 1 a i + 0) < (log rk+ i --log r~) log r 2 --log q
where ~0(x) = logf(e x) which is convex. That is, we have
Now let io = min {p(k): k > 2} = p(2) and for i >_-io, define k(i) = max {k:
Rewriting the hypothesis we have 
Then we define ~t (log (Sk bl)) = logf (rk al), i > i 1, k < k(i), and Pk, i = (log (Sk bi), g/(log (Sk bi)))
and join the points by line segments. This way ~u is defined for all x > log (st bil). For x < log (s i bi~), we define ~(x) = logf(r 1%) -log (sa bh) + x. It is clear that ~ is increasing. By (4) we have that is convex within the i-th block and from (5) it follows that the slope of ~/: increases when we pass from the i-th to the (i + l)-st block. Finally i t was chosen in such a way that the slope of qJ from (0, ~(0)) to Pi.h is smaller than the slope from Pl,h to Pz,i~. Now we define
~x,
Then g is an increasing, odd function with log g(e x) = ~,(x), and so g is logarithmically convex.
Finally for i > i i and k < k(i), that is for i > max {p(k), it} we have f(rkat) = g(Skb',), which shows that L:(a, 1) is isomorphic to Lg(b, oo).
Next proposition extends Proposition 2. We set it = 1 and choose i 2 as the smallest index n such that a,/a h > a, then we choose i 3 as the smallest index n such that a,/a~2 > a. We continue this way and choose a strictly increasing sequence (i,) of indices such that ai"+~>a, ai"+l-~<a, nE~q.
ai n ai n Let M = {n:i, + 1 < i,+1}. If M is a finite set, then there is an n o e N such that for n > no, i,+ t = i~ + ! and so for some too, i,o+, =mo + n for n > 
fO~a3 = f(rk+la3'
=
